Mystery Phrase

Number of players: 1
What you need: pencil and paper

How to play:

› Number your paper 1–6.
› Solve each clue using one of the selection vocabulary words from the word bank on the back of the card. No word is used more than once. Not all the words in the word bank are used.
› Write the answers on your paper.
› Some blanks have numbers below them. Write these letters in numerical order to solve the Mystery Phrase and find out where Uncle Hakeem has gone.
Mystery Phrase

decades  departed  operated  parchment  remained
retire  roamed  sailed  servants  terror

Mystery Phrase: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1. Animal skin prepared so that it can be written on. 10 3

2. To quit working, usually in order to relax. 6 2

3. To have gone away; left. 12 4

4. Tens of years. 5 1

5. To have traveled by boat. 7 9

6. People who work for the comfort of others. 8 11

Queen Jamila Palace
Kingdom of Barkash

?